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Abstract

The formation of complexes between nanoparticles and polyelectrolytes is a key process for the control of the reactivity of manufactured nanoparticles and rational design of core shell nanostructures. In this work, we investigate the influence of the nanoparticle dielectric constant on the adsorption of a linear charged polymer polyelectrolytes at the surface of a neutral nanoparticle. The polyelectrolyte linear charge density, as well as the image charges in the nanoparticle due to the dielectric discontinuity, is taken into account. Monte Carlo simulations are used to predict the adsorption/desorption limits and system properties. Effects of the nanoparticle size and polyelectrolyte length are also investigated. The polyelectrolyte is found adsorbed on the nanoparticle when the dielectric constant of the nanoparticle is greater than the dielectric constant of the medium. Attractive interactions induced by the presence of opposite sign image charges are found strong enough to adsorb the polyelectrolyte showing that the reaction field contribution has to be considered. The affinity between the polyelectrolyte and the [...]
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The formation of complexes between nanoparticles and polyelectrolytes is a key process for the control of the reactivity of manufactured nanoparticles and rational design of core shell nanostructures. In this work, we investigate the influence of the nanoparticle dielectric constant on the adsorption of a linear charged polymer (polyelectrolyte) at the surface of a neutral nanoparticle. The polyelectrolyte linear charge density, as well as the image charges in the nanoparticle due to the dielectric discontinuity, is taken into account. Monte Carlo simulations are used to predict the adsorption/desorption limits and system properties. Effects of the nanoparticle size and polyelectrolyte length are also investigated. The polyelectrolyte is found adsorbed on the nanoparticle when the dielectric constant of the nanoparticle is greater than the dielectric constant of the medium. Attractive interactions induced by the presence of opposite sign image charges are found strong enough to adsorb the polyelectrolyte showing that the reaction field contribution has to be considered. The affinity between the polyelectrolyte and the nanoparticle is found to increase in magnitude by increasing the nanoparticle size and dielectric constant. The reaction field magnitude is also found to depend in a nonlinear way from the polyelectrolyte length. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3251767]

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the properties of materials change as their size approaches the nanoscale. In particular due to their specific nanometric sizes, engineered nanoparticles (NPs) as well as natural NPs have high specific surface areas, which make them potentially very reactive, catalytic, and diffusive.1 For the control of the NP reactivity, the surfaces of engineered NPs are frequently modified (e.g., functionalized), coated with polymers to prevent aggregation, or alter their properties. For that purpose polyelectrolyte (PE) chains (charged polymers) are usually used for the formation of PE and NP complexes.2,3 Coating and functionalization have also implications for mobility and biological uptake when engineered NPs are released in environmental systems. While some inorganic polymeric coatings are stable, some organic coatings are biodegradable and will ultimately disappear to release core particles and expose their surface to the environment and organisms. Thus, a better understanding of the key factors controlling the coating and complexation processes between PEs and NPs at the nanoscale level is therefore essential for the rational use of engineered NPs and understanding their possible impact on living organisms and ecosystems.4

The complexation of PEs on various substrates has been investigated by a range of experimental methods, theoretical models, and computer simulations.5–7 A series of contributions from Dubin and co-workers6,8–12 was made on the adsorption of PEs to spherical nanometric size micelles, dendrimers, and proteins using both experimental and computer simulations. These contributions pointed out the importance of the NP surface charge density and revealed that for PEs of high linear charge density, complexation was electrostatically driven. Adsorption processes of DNA rigid fragment on spherical latex particles were investigated by Elaissari and co-workers13–15 and demonstrated the major role of electrostatic forces in the adsorption processes. They found that the adsorption amount and surface conformation of oligonucleotides were strongly dependent on the pH and ionic strength of the medium and the charge density of the latex particles. The contribution of hydrophobic forces was also evidenced using various adsorption isotherms at various pHs and extrapolating these results to zero surface charge density and zero zeta potential of the latex particles. Grant and Walker16,17 examined the relationship between polymer surface conformation and latex stability using single-stranded DNA as a model polymer. They also showed the importance of electrostatic forces on the polymer conformation and flexibility at the surface of the latex particles. Manning18 demonstrated that for a given PE persistence length, the curvature of charged spherical NPs imposed stability limits of the complexes owing to the fact that it was more difficult to adsorb a PE to a smaller NP than a larger one.

However there is one important interfacial property which is generally not considered in the formation of complexes between NPs and PEs or when describing the electrical behavior of charged macroions: The dielectric discontinuity...
nuity. When a dielectric discontinuity between two media, with relative dielectric constants $\epsilon_1$ and $\epsilon_2$, is considered, a charge $q$ in medium 1 at a distance $d$ from the dielectric discontinuity is expected to interact with the interface because of the presence of a reaction field. This results in the formation of an “image” charge $q_0$ located at the symmetric positions $2d$ of $q$. If $\epsilon_1 < \epsilon_2$, the resulting reaction field force is attractive. If $\epsilon_1 > \epsilon_2$, the resulting reaction field force is repulsive, whereas if $\epsilon_1 = \epsilon_2$ there is no reaction field. It should be noted that when the number of charges in the system is large due to the many-body nature of the problem and the long range influence of the electrostatic interactions, an exact calculation is generally not accessible. Then, numerical simulations need to be performed. Linse recently presented a united description of the electrostatics of an arbitrary number of electrostatic multipoles, each localized in a spherical cavity possessing a dielectric permittivity different from that of the surrounding. Netz investigated the effects of the dielectric constant discontinuity of an uncharged surface on the adsorption process of a weak rod like PE composed of 20 monomers. Results were discussed as a function of the degree of PE adsorption by considering high (metallic compound) and low (globular protein) dielectric constants. At high dielectric constant ($\epsilon_1$, fixed to $\infty$), the effective charge was found to increase and the PE was attracted to the surface, while at low dielectric constant of the surface (fixed to 0), repulsion from the surface was found. The adsorption behavior of a PE chain near high dielectric constant surface materials was therefore predicted to be dominated by image-charge attraction, leading to a logarithmic and thus very weak dependence on the screening length and a qualitative agreement with experimental observations. Dobrynin and Rubinstein studied the adsorption of a flexible PE at a flat surface with a dielectric discontinuity including the effect of the van der Waals interactions. Considering an uncharged and low dielectric constant surface, it was shown that the repulsion of the PE from its image charges can be safely neglected only if the latter is much smaller than the van der Waals short-range interactions. Cheng and Lai studied the behavior of a PE adsorbed on a charged and high-dielectric constant surface. They found that the PE image charge attraction was able to overcome the repulsive interactions with the surface, hence resulting in PE adsorption. Messina performed Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the effect of the dielectric discontinuity on the adsorption of strongly charged PEs at an oppositely charged planar surface having a lower dielectric constant than the solvent. Simulations indicated that image charge formation was considerably reducing the degree of PE adsorption preventing surface charge inversion by the adsorbed PEs.

Nonetheless most of these studies were performed by considering planar interfaces without considering curvature effects. In the present contribution, we investigate in a systematic way the adsorption (complexation) process between a charged PE and uncharged spherical NPs to quantify the influence and reaction field magnitude originating from the image surface charges appearing at the dielectric interface. Curvature effects are investigated by adjusting the NP sizes and PE length. Special attention is made to the reaction field part contributions due to the dielectric discontinuity between the NPs and the solvent. For that purpose the dielectric constant of the NPs was systematically adjusted to mimic the behavior of several materials from proteins to metallic compounds.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH AND MODEL

A. Model description

A rigid PE and a spherical NP are represented at a coarse grained level and off-lattice three-dimensional simulations are considered. The solvent is treated here as a dielectric continuum medium with a relative dielectric permittivity $\epsilon_w$ taken to that of water at 298 K, i.e., 78.54. The PE chain is represented by $N_m$ jointed hard spheres (or monomers) to take into account the excluded volume effect. We assume that the intrinsic dielectric constant of the PE is equal to that of water. The PE is strictly linear and rigid so as to represent a rodlike conformation. Each PE monomer carries a negative charge at its center. As a result strong PEs are considered in this study. To avoid the Manning counterion condensation regime, the monomer radius is set to $l_B/2.0=3.57$ Å, where $l_B$ represents the Bjerrum length at 298 K. The NP is represented as an impenetrable and solvent excluded sphere with a variable radius $R_c$ and dielectric constant $\epsilon_c$, which can be adjusted so as to be different from the dielectric constant of the surrounding water $\epsilon_w$ (Fig. 1). In our simulations, we consider that the PEs remain rigid during the adsorption process for several reasons: (i) PE linear charge density, (ii) high electrostatic PE persistence length, and (iii) important intrinsic persistence length of many natural polysaccharides. From a prospective point of view, it should be very interesting to.
introduce some polymer flexibility within the model, hence allowing the PE chains to be completely adsorbed at the NP surface.

In our simulations, the total electrostatic interaction potential between the NP and the PE includes both the direct Coulomb and reaction field contributions. The reaction field is directly issued from the dielectric discontinuity through the solid-NP/liquid interface. The interaction potential calculation is based on the classical approach derived by Böttcher.28 Given the elementary charge \( e \) \((1.63 \times 10^{-19} \text{ C})\) and the vacuum permittivity \( \varepsilon_0 \) \((8.85 \times 10^{-12} \text{ C V}^{-1} \text{ m}^{-1})\), \( P_n^1 \) the ordinary Legendre polynomial of order \( n \) and \( n_{\text{max}} \) the maximum number of terms included in the sum, two ionized monomers \( i \) and \( j \) of charge \( z_i \) and \( z_j \) on the PE, located at a radial position \( r_i \) and \( r_j \) from the center of the cell, separated by a distance \( r_{ij} \) with an angle \( \theta_{ij} \) [with \( \cos(\theta_{ij})=1-r_{ij}^2/2r_ir_j \)], contribute to a total electrostatic potential energy (in \( \text{kJ mol}^{-1} \)) units given by

\[
E_{\text{mono-mono}}(i,j) = \frac{z_i z_j e^2}{4 \pi \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_w k_B T} \left( \frac{1}{r_{ij}} \right) + \frac{1}{R_c \sum_{n=1}^{n_{\text{max}}}} \left( e_w - e_c \right) P_n^1(\cos \theta_{ij}) \left( \frac{R_c^2 - 2r_ir_j}{r_{ij}} \right)^{n+1}.
\]

(1)

The first term of the summation corresponds to the direct Coulomb contribution \( E_{\text{Coulomb}} \) whereas the second term concerns the reaction field contribution \( E_{\text{RF}} \). Hard-core repulsions between the NP and the PE monomers result to an excluded volume interaction given by

\[
E_{\text{exc-NP-PE}}(i) = \begin{cases} \infty & \text{if } r_i < (R_c + R_m) \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}.
\]

(2)

On the other hand, the excluded volume between the PE and the cell is given by

\[
E_{\text{exc-PE-cell}}(i) = \begin{cases} \infty & \text{if } r_i > 5(R_c + L) \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases},
\]

(3)

where \( L = 2 \times R_m \times N_m \) represents the contour length of the PE and \( N_m \) the number of monomers.

The total energy \( E_{\text{tot}} \) of the system is subsequently given by

\[
E_{\text{tot}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_m} (E_{\text{exc-PE-NP}}(i) + E_{\text{exc-PE-cell}}(i))
\]

\[+ \sum_{i=1}^{(N_m-1)} \sum_{j>i} (E_{\text{mono-mono}}(i,j)).\]

(4)

\[\text{III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION}\]

In order to characterize the PE adsorption and its affinity with the NP surface, a parameter \( \tau \) is defined according to

\[
\tau(\%) = \frac{100 \times \langle N_{\text{ads}} \rangle}{\text{max}(N_{\text{ads}})}.
\]

(5)

where \( \langle N_{\text{ads}} \rangle \) represents the average number of monomers in the adsorption layer of the NP (set to three times the monomer radius) and \( \text{max}(N_{\text{ads}}) \) the maximum number of possible adsorbed monomers in the NP adsorption layer. \( \langle N_{\text{ads}} \rangle \) is obtained from simulation results when statistical convergence is observed (during the production period). The geometrical maximum number of monomers in the adsorption layer \( \text{max}(N_{\text{ads}}) \), which is a function of the NP curvature, is given in Table I for different NP radii, \( R_c \).

According to the parameter defined here to discuss the PE-NP adsorption affinity, the PE is never adsorbed when \( \tau \) is equal to 0%. In contrast, when \( \tau \) is close to 100%, the PE has a strong affinity with the NP. Intermediate values denote that only a fraction of the PE is adsorbed and the adsorption process is reversible. Hence the PE is continuously adsorbed and desorbed from the NP but remains in its vicinity.

\[\text{TABLE I. Geometrical maximum number of monomers (radius}=3.57 \text{ Å})\text{ adsorbed at the surface of a NP with a radius } R_c \text{ according to the adsorption criteria defined in the text. If the geometrical maximum number of monomers adsorbed is higher than the PE monomer number, } \text{max}(N_{\text{ads}}) \text{ is then equal to the total number of monomers in the polymer.}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( R_c ) (nm)</th>
<th>3.57</th>
<th>35.7</th>
<th>150.0</th>
<th>250.0</th>
<th>357.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of monomers in the NP adsorption layer</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{B. Monte Carlo simulation method}\]

To explore the system configuration space, Monte Carlo Metropolis simulations are made in the canonical ensemble. One NP is placed at the center of a large three-dimensional spherical reflecting box of radius \( R_{\text{cell}} \) equal to \( 5(R_c + L) \). Once the PE is introduced in the cell, elementary and random movements (translation and rotation) are allowed. Each movement is accepted or not by considering the Metropolis selection criterion. The acceptance criterion is sensitive to the value of the total energy variation \( \Delta E \). If the change in the total energy \( \Delta E \) resulting from the movement is negative, then the system has a lower energy and the move is selected. If \( \Delta E \) is positive, a Boltzmann factor given by \( p = \exp(-\Delta E/k_B T) \) is calculated and compared with a random number \( z \) (with \( 0 \leq z \leq 1 \)). If \( z \leq p \), the movement is accepted. If \( z > p \), the movement is rejected and the previous PE position is considered as a new state in calculating ensemble averages. After an equilibration period equal to \( 5 \times 10^5 \) cycles, system properties are calculated during \( 2 \times 10^6 \) cycles. During this production period, results are recorded every 500 cycles.
The effect of the dielectric discontinuity between the NP and the solvent on the PE adsorption is first explored. The radius of the NP has been set to a constant value equal to 35.7 nm. Several NP dielectric constants are used here from high ($\varepsilon_c = 1000$, representative of some metals) to low $\varepsilon_c$ values ($\varepsilon_c = 2$, values found in proteins) and intermediate values ($\varepsilon_c = 140, 110, 40$ and $\varepsilon_c = \varepsilon_w = 78.54$). As observed in Fig. 2, when $\varepsilon_c = \varepsilon_w$, no adsorption is found between the NP and the PE due to the presence of the repulsive interactions induced by the reaction field and presence of image charges having the same sign than the PE. No adsorption is observed when $\varepsilon_c = \varepsilon_w$, since the reaction field contribution is null. On the other hand, when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$, due to the formation of image charges of opposite signs within the NP, and attractive interactions induced by the reaction field, PE adsorption becomes more and more efficient with increasing the NP dielectric constant. A rapid increase is observed when $\varepsilon_c = 100$ then a plateau value close to 97% is achieved for dielectric constant values larger than 200.

B. NP size influences

The effect of the NP size and curvature is explored by adjusting the NP radius to values between 3.57 and 357 nm. The NP dielectric constant effect is also considered by performing calculations at various dielectric constants. As observed in Fig. 3, the dielectric discontinuity effect, which is obtained when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$, is significantly controlled by the NP size. When the NP radius increases, the affinity between the NP and the PE also increases due to an increase in the number of monomers in the adsorption layer (geometrical effect) and increase in the reaction field contribution to the energy. Thus increasing the NP size promotes the PE affinity and NP-PE complex formation when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$.

In Fig. 4 the reaction field energy is plotted as a function of the radial distance $d$ between the central part of the PE and the NP surface for different NP radii and NP dielectric constant values. As expected, the reaction field is found positive when $\varepsilon_c < \varepsilon_w$, whereas when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$, negative values are obtained. It should be noted that when the NP is small (a few nanometers), the reaction field intensity and range of interaction between the PE and NP are relatively low. By increasing the NP radius both the range (in comparison to the NP size) and the reaction field intensity increase significantly. For example for a NP having a radius equal to 150 nm a significant attractive interaction is found up to 45 nm. It should be noted that at short separation distances attractive interaction energies are significant and non-negligible with regard to conventional electrostatic Coulomb interactions (for e.g., existing between charged NPs).

C. PE chain length effects

The influence of the PE chain length on the PE adsorption process is presented in Fig. 5 at different NP dielectric constants. Several chain lengths have been considered with 60, 80, and 100 monomers. It is shown that a moderate increase in the PE-NP affinity is achieved with increasing the PE length, in particular when the NP dielectric constant decreases to the water dielectric constant. Both the NP radius and the PE length are shown to promote the adsorption process. Here the plateau value for the affinity parameter is clearly found to decrease with the dielectric constant of the NP. Adjusting systematically the PE length and NP size at $\varepsilon_c = 1000$, we calculated the total reaction field interaction as a function of the total PE monomer number $N_m$. As shown in Fig. 6, a minimum value for the reaction field intensity is found for a particular PE size. Such a value, $N_{\text{min}}$, corresponds to the best conditions for the formation of a stable complex between the PE and the NP by considering the dielectric discontinuity, NP size, and PE length. As shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), such a minimum value, $N_{\text{min}}$, and corresponding reaction field intensity are found to depend on the NP size. Increasing the NP size results in an increase in the $N_{\text{min}}$ value. By adjusting the $R_m$ value we also found that the minimum of the total reaction field was observed when $N_{\text{min}} \approx 2.4 R_m / R_m$. In order to explain the presence of such a

FIG. 2. Variation in the PE-NP affinity $\tau(\%)$ as a function of the NP dielectric constant. The NP radius here is equal to $R_c = 35.7$ nm and the number of monomers in the PE, $N_m$, is equal to 60. PE adsorption is rapidly promoted by increasing the NP dielectric constant above the water dielectric constant (at $\varepsilon_c = 100$), then a plateau value is achieved.

A. Dielectric constant effects on the complex formation

The effect of the dielectric discontinuity between the NP and the solvent on the PE adsorption is first explored. The radius of the NP has been set to a constant value equal to 35.7 nm. Several NP dielectric constants are used here from high ($\varepsilon_c = 1000$, representative of some metals) to low $\varepsilon_c$ values ($\varepsilon_c = 2$, values found in proteins) and intermediate values ($\varepsilon_c = 140, 110, 40$ and $\varepsilon_c \approx \varepsilon_w = 78.54$). As observed in Fig. 2, when $\varepsilon_c = \varepsilon_w$, no adsorption is found between the NP and the PE due to the presence of the repulsive interactions induced by the reaction field and presence of image charges having the same sign than the PE. No adsorption is observed when $\varepsilon_c = \varepsilon_w$, since the reaction field contribution is null. On the other hand, when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$, due to the formation of image charges of opposite signs within the NP, and attractive interactions induced by the reaction field, PE adsorption becomes more and more efficient with increasing the NP dielectric constant. A rapid increase is observed when $\varepsilon_c = 100$ then a plateau value close to 97% is achieved for dielectric constant values larger than 200.

B. NP size influences

The effect of the NP size and curvature is explored by adjusting the NP radius to values between 3.57 and 357 nm. The NP dielectric constant effect is also considered by performing calculations at various dielectric constants. As observed in Fig. 3, the dielectric discontinuity effect, which is obtained when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$, is significantly controlled by the NP size. When the NP radius increases, the affinity between the NP and the PE also increases due to an increase in the number of monomers in the adsorption layer (geometrical effect) and increase in the reaction field contribution to the energy. Thus increasing the NP size promotes the PE affinity and NP-PE complex formation when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$.

In Fig. 4 the reaction field energy is plotted as a function of the radial distance $d$ between the central part of the PE and the NP surface for different NP radii and NP dielectric constant values. As expected, the reaction field is found positive when $\varepsilon_c < \varepsilon_w$, whereas when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$, negative values are obtained. It should be noted that when the NP is small (a few nanometers), the reaction field intensity and range of interaction between the PE and NP are relatively low. By increasing the NP radius both the range (in comparison to the NP size) and the reaction field intensity increase significantly. For example for a NP having a radius equal to 150 nm a significant attractive interaction is found up to 45 nm. It should be noted that at short separation distances attractive interaction energies are significant and non-negligible with regard to conventional electrostatic Coulomb interactions (for e.g., existing between charged NPs).

C. PE chain length effects

The influence of the PE chain length on the PE adsorption process is presented in Fig. 5 at different NP dielectric constants. Several chain lengths have been considered with 60, 80, and 100 monomers. It is shown that a moderate increase in the PE-NP affinity is achieved with increasing the PE length, in particular when the NP dielectric constant decreases to the water dielectric constant. Both the NP radius and the PE length are shown to promote the adsorption process. Here the plateau value for the affinity parameter is clearly found to decrease with the dielectric constant of the NP. Adjusting systematically the PE length and NP size at $\varepsilon_c = 1000$, we calculated the total reaction field interaction as a function of the total PE monomer number $N_m$. As shown in Fig. 6, a minimum value for the reaction field intensity is found for a particular PE size. Such a value, $N_{\text{min}}$, corresponds to the best conditions for the formation of a stable complex between the PE and the NP by considering the dielectric discontinuity, NP size, and PE length. As shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), such a minimum value, $N_{\text{min}}$, and corresponding reaction field intensity are found to depend on the NP size. Increasing the NP size results in an increase in the $N_{\text{min}}$ value. By adjusting the $R_m$ value we also found that the minimum of the total reaction field was observed when $N_{\text{min}} \approx 2.4 R_m / R_m$. In order to explain the presence of such a

FIG. 3. Variation in the PE-NP affinity $\tau(\%)$ as a function of the NP dielectric constant and NP size. Adsorption is found promoted by both increasing the NP radius $R_c$ and dielectric NP constant $\varepsilon_c$ (when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$).

FIG. 4. Variation in the PE-NP affinity $\tau(\%)$ as a function of the NP dielectric constant and NP size. Adsorption is found promoted by both increasing the NP radius $R_c$ and dielectric NP constant $\varepsilon_c$ (when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$).

FIG. 5. Variation in the PE-NP affinity $\tau(\%)$ as a function of the NP dielectric constant and NP size. Adsorption is found promoted by both increasing the NP radius $R_c$ and dielectric NP constant $\varepsilon_c$ (when $\varepsilon_c > \varepsilon_w$).
minimum, the individual contribution of each monomer to the reaction field energy was calculated and plotted in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) as a function of the monomer position. A PE with 201 monomers [Fig. 7(a)] is considered and it is assumed that the PE position is tangential to the NP and adsorbed by its central part. As observed, in a region close to the PE-NP contact, the reaction field is fully attractive. This region concerns a well-defined number of monomers whose value is given by the $N_{\text{min}}$ value previously discussed. Out of this region, the interactions between the rest of the monomers and the NP are slightly repulsive (positive $E_{\text{RF}}$ values are obtained) and decrease to zero by increasing the monomer position. In Fig. 7(b), a short PE with 11 monomers is considered. In that case all the individual monomer contributions to the reaction field are negative since $N_{\text{m}} < N_{\text{min}}$. This is an important result showing that a complex distribution of positive and negative image charges is achieved within the NP at a critical PE length.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The dielectric discontinuity effects on the complexation between a rigid PE and a neutral NP have been explored. The
The present study shows that complexation between an uncharged neutral spherical NP and a charged PE can be obtained due to the presence of image charges if the dielectric permittivity of the NP is higher than the one of the PE and the solvent. This may have a significant impact on the rational use of charged polymer for the functionalization of manufactured NPs. The increase in the NP dielectric discontinuity is also found to promote the PE adsorption. It is also found that the reaction field contribution to the PE adsorption increases by increasing both the NP radius and PE contour length. The effect of the PE length is not trivial since the intensity of the interaction between the PE and the NP can be optimized by adjusting the PE monomer number for a given NP size and dielectric constant. The dielectric discontinuity effect on the adsorption was investigated here for a rodlike PE having the same dielectric constant than the solvent. It should be very interesting to use another dielectric constant for the PE and compare the effects of the reaction field discussed here with the Coulombic interactions arising from the charges on the surface of the particles and along the polymer backbone (if oppositely charged polymers and particles are considered, which is the most common case). Future work could also concern flexible PEs to get an insight into the influence of the PE conformational changes, PE persistence length, and contour length on the effect on the reaction field energy profile. Indeed the minimum shown in Fig. 6 is expected to change if the stiffness of polymers due to the electrostatic and intrinsic persistence length has low values. In this case, the interactions between the charged monomers and the image charges in the NP will certainly promote the polymer adsorption at the NP surface in order to increase the attractive interactions between the charged monomers and the opposite image charges, and hence reduce the repulsive interactions between the charged monomers and image charges of the same sign in the NP.
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